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Roman Theatre

Romans loved to be entertained. One of the privileges of Roman

citizenship was access to free entertainment, whether it was gladiatorial

combat, chariot races, athletics, public speeches and spectacles or

theatre.

Roman theatre borrowed from Greek examples and was part of Roman

life in some form since the founding of Rome. In the early Roman

Republic, performances were often part of religious festivals and by the

time of the Roman Empire, pop-up plays performed by professional

actors, funded by local politicians and wealthy business owners, were

regular features at public events.

Initially, plays were performed on temporary wooden stages, but by the

time of the Roman Empire many big towns would have had permanent

stone theatres. These were not the colossal round amphitheatres like

the Colosseum in Rome, which were for gladiatorial fights and massive

spectacles. Theatres were purpose-built buildings, semi-circular to

enhance their natural acoustics, with a permanent stage and tiered

open-air seating.

Roman plays had three forms: tragedy, comedy and satyr. Tragedies

were based on human suffering, comedies had happy endings and a

lighter tone and were meant to make audiences laugh, satyrs were

more bawdy tragicomedies filled with crude jokes and pranks. All

extensively used mythological stories for inspiration.

Roman actors had low social status (they were considered to be the

same status as criminals and prostitutes) and were denied the same

political and civic rights granted to ordinary Roman citizens. However,

women could perform, as dancers and singers and in speaking roles,

and slaves could gain their freedom if they could prove themselves as

successful actors.

Performers needed to have good stamina and agility because plays

were very long and physically demanding. They worked in acting

troupes which specialised in a genre and would travel and perform

throughout the empire. Troupes could be quite small, with 4-6 trained

actors who would play multiple roles during the performance. Only 2-3

actors would be on the stage at one time and different costumes and

masks with exaggerated facial features permitted quick transitions from

one character to another and helped the audience distinguish the

mood, age, gender and social status of the character being played.

Roman mosaic depicting actors and a musician. House of the 

Tragic Poet, Pompeii, Italy.

The Roman theatre at Orange in southern France. It was built 

in the 1st century AD.

Mosaic showing theatrical masks of Tragedy and Comedy, 

2nd century AD. Hadrian’s Villa, Tivoli, Italy

Mosaic showing an actor wearing a comic theatrical mask. 

Pompeii, Italy.
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Public entertainment in Roman Leicester

In Leicester, archaeologists have found a wide range of evidence for

how the Roman inhabitants of the town kept themselves entertained.

Appreciation for Roman culture and the performing arts can be seen on

a number of artefacts including a surviving wall fresco from a

townhouse built in the 2nd century AD. One of the panels of the fresco

shows a tragic theatrical mask with a pale blue face and reddish-purple

topknot and trailing hair. Other finds include part of an unusual, larger

than life-sized moulded ceramic mask with a bulging eye and eyebrow.

The lack of a hole through the eye suggests it was not intended to be

worn over the face and instead it may have been a piece of theatrical

statuary.

Part of glass drinking cup depicting a gladiatorial scene has also been

found in the town. This type of cup was a mass-produced souvenir with

the names of popular Roman fighters listed around the rim. Originally

the cup would have shown four pairs of gladiators fighting. This

fragment shows one scene, a fight between Spiculus who has bested

Columbus. Spiculus appears to be a secutor with helmet and shield

which probably means Columbus was a retiarius with a net and trident.

Spiculus was a famous gladiator in Roman in the mid-1st century AD

and a favourite of the Emperor Nero.

Above: Tragic mask fresco, Blue Boar Lane, Leicester.

Below left: Part of a glass cup showing a gladiatorial 

scene. Bath Lane, Leicester.

Below right: Part of a ceramic theatrical mask. Vine 

Street, Leicester

The Verecunda love-token

Evidence of professional entertainers visiting Leicester can 

be seen in this ceramic love token which would have been 

worn around the neck of one of the two named lovers.

The scratched inscription reads VERECVNDA LVDIA LVCIVS 

GLADIATOR (Verecunda the gamestress and Lucius the 

gladiator). Ludia is an ambiguous term but can mean actress, 

dancer or even female gladiator.

The stage is set

In 2017, archaeologists digging near the

Highcross shopping centre in Leicester made a

significant discovery, two massive curving walls

which were part of a substantial Roman structure.

Clues – part of a stone column, stone mouldings

and painted wall plaster – hinted that this was a

fairly grand public building built on the edge of

the Roman town centre close to the macellum

(market hall) in the early 3rd century AD.

Archaeologists believe these are part of the

cavea, the curved, stepped seating of a Roman

theatre, the first evidence for such a building to

be found in Leicester. If it is a theatre it was quite

small, the stage only being 35m wide, making it

one of the smallest examples yet found in Britain.

Above: A plan of the Roman 

theatre at Leicester.

Left: Archaeologists excavate 

the curving walls which would 

have supported the theatre 

seating.
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